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Abstract: Software Product Lines (SPLs) enable software reuse by systematically
managing commonalities and variability. Usually, commonalities and variability are
expressed by features. Functional requirements of a software product are met by se-
lecting appropriate features. However, selecting features also influences non-functional
properties. To satisfy non-functional requirements of a software product, as well, the
effect of a feature selection on non-functional properties has to be known. Often an
SPL allows a vast number of valid products, which renders a test of non-functional
properties on the basis of all valid products impractical. Recent research offers a so-
lution to this problem: the effect of features on non-functional properties of software
products is predicted by measuring in advance. A sample of feature configurations
is generated, executed with a predefined benchmark, and then non-functional prop-
erties are measured. Based on these data a model is created that allows to predict
non-functional properties of a software product before actually building it. However,
in some domains contextual influences, such as input data, can heavily affect non-
functional properties. We argue that the measurement of the effect of features on
non-functional properties can be drastically improved by considering contextual in-
fluences of a domain. We study this assumption on input data as an example for a
contextual influence and using an artificial but intuitive case study from the domain of
compression algorithms. Our study shows that prediction accuracy of non-functional
properties can be significantly improved.

1 Introduction

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) allows to leverage the reusability of assets and

to efficiently develop new products of a common domain on the basis of an existing reuse

infrastructure. It comprises at least two core processes, domain engineering (development

for reuse) and application engineering (development with reuse). The set of products

realized by these processes is a Software Product Line (SPL) [CN07].

Commonalities and variability of a domain are usually documented with variability models

of which feature models are the most common [CGR+12]. In feature models commonali-

ties and variability of a domain are described in terms of features. A feature is any aspect

of a software product that is relevant to at least one stakeholder [CE00]. Usually, the main

focus of feature models is to describe the functional properties of an SPL [CHS08].

A valid combination of features describing a software product is called a configuration.

During the configuration process a user of a feature model (e.g. a developer) can select
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certain features according to her requirements. With the selection of a feature the remain-

ing variability is reduced. The resulting configuration describes the functional properties

of a valid product of the SPL.

Non-functional properties such as performance, resource usage and scalability can be just

as important to users as functional properties. They are an important part of user require-

ments and have to be taken into account as well. However, from feature selection alone it is

not apparent which non-functional properties a resulting software product will have. Thus,

resulting software products have to be measured to assess their non-functional properties.

In SPLE it is not sufficient to assess the non-functional properties of a single product,

rather, all products of an SPL have to be considered. In case of a high number of possible

products it is practically impossible to measure every product on its own with methods

from traditional software engineering. A solution to this problem, suggested by recent

research (cf. Section 2), is to measure a sample of possible configurations of an SPL with

a benchmark to predict the impact of features on non-functional properties of products

not built before. Since presence or absence of feature combinations can affect the impact

of features on non-functional properties, the measurements have to cover such feature

interactions as well. The result of this process is a performance model which maps the set

of configurations to non-functional properties of the resulting products [TP12]. For each

non-functional property, the performance model contains the impact of each feature, their

interaction with other features and a function to aggregate these values.

Products of an SPL are often executed in different runtime environments and exposed to

different types of input data, which could influence their behavior. We call these influences

contextual influences. Our hypothesis is that contextual influences can have an impact on

the effect of features on non-functional properties of the resulting products.

In this case, including contextual influences into the measurement of non-functional prop-

erties can increase the precision of their prediction. In the following, we report on the

results of a rather artificial but intuitive case study from the domain of compression algo-

rithms with input data as one example of contextual influences.

The objective of this study is, first, to demonstrate how to incorporate contextual influ-

ences into the measurement of non-functional properties (Section 4) and, second, to test

our hypothesis and to see whether considering contextual influences can be useful at all

(Section 5). For our study we used synthetic input data to measure their effects isolated

from other effects. This should allow to observe clearly whether contextual influences can

have an effect and whether more extensive studies with real-world SPLs are worthwhile.

A conclusion in Section 6 wraps up the paper and provides an outlook to future work.

2 Related Work

Within the last couple of years a reasonable amount of work on modeling, estimating and

predicting non-functional properties for SPLs has been published.

Some work recognizes that contextual influences can have an effect on non-functional
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properties [KR10, HBR+10]. However, their focus is on distinct properties of contextual

influences, whereas we argue that the variability of contextual influences in a specific

domain has to be considered to improve the precision of estimated performance models.

Besides work which discusses contextual influences on non-functional properties of soft-

ware products, there is also work concerned with approaches to capture and model in-

formation about non-functional properties. A process to model non-functional properties

is presented by Tawhid et al. [TP12]. They consider UML profiles for modeling non-

functional properties. On that basis predictions about non-functional properties are pos-

sible. However, their approach to gather information about non-functional properties is

neither automatic nor does it consider contextual influences.

Sincero et al. discuss that information about non-functional properties can enrich the con-

figuration process of SPLs [SSPS10]. They present an approach to detect general influ-

ences of features on non-functional properties, but do not build a performance model on

top of the gathered data. The approach is demonstrated with a subset of the features of the

Linux kernel without considering any contextual influences on non-functional properties.

Recent work of Siegmund et al. [SKK+12] and Guo et al. [GCA+12] specifically fo-

cuses on building performance models for SPLs. Siegmund et al. present a process from

gathering data to estimating a performance model and discuss techniques for the involved

steps. The discussed technique for estimating the performance model is based on linear

regression. Guo et al. follow a slightly different approach by applying classification and

regression trees (CARTs). Both do not consider the effect of contextual influences on

non-functional properties.

Most of the related work creates performance models based on functional features. They

may therefore only be valid within the same context in which they were created. Since

Siegmund et al. present the most comprehensive approach, we are going to extend their

approach to consider contextual influences in estimating performance models for SPLs.

3 Background: Predicting Non-Functional Properties in SPLs

In their approach [SKK+12, SRK+12] Siegmund et al. select a subset of possible con-

figurations of an SPL, generate corresponding products and measure their non-functional

properties. They use the resulting sample to calculate the impact of each feature on non-

functional properties. As a basic requirement the selection of configurations has to allow

the isolation of each feature’s effect. With the isolated effects of the features it is possi-

ble to predict non-functional properties for an arbitrary configuration by aggregating the

effects of the containing features.

However, sometimes features do not only have an isolated effect on non-functional prop-

erties but interact with other features. In such cases the effect of one feature changes if an

interacting feature is contained in a configuration, too. A performance model has to take

feature interactions into account in order to realize sufficiently high prediction accuracy.

Feature interactions can be of different orders, and different techniques have to be applied
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to detect them.

A pairwise interaction (first order interaction) occurs if the presence of two features gen-

erates a different effect than the combined individual effects of the two features. For each

feature there is a high number of other features with which they could possibly interact.

To reduce the number of measurements, Siegmund et al. suggest the following heuristic:

calculate a configuration with as many features as possible, measure the effect on a non-

functional property and compare it with the expected effect on the non-functional property

from the aggregated isolated effects of the contained features. If the measured effect does

not deviate from the expected effect, the absence of a feature interaction is assumed. Oth-

erwise, pairs of interacting features have to be identified.

This is done with the pairwise covering heuristic [POS+11]. The heuristic includes as

many configurations as required to cover all combinations of two features. A measurement

of a feature interaction between features A and B can be skipped if A implies B [SKK+12].

The measurement of A alone will always include the possible interaction effect. Such

constraints reduce the set of measurements.

Second order interactions are present if the presence of three features generate another

effect than the presence of only one or two of them. A high number of measurements are

required to cover all possible second order interactions. Siegmund et al. consider second

order interactions only if pairwise interactions exist between each of the three possible

features. Based on the assumption that few features interact with many others, they also

test features, which already have taken part in many pairwise interactions for second order

interactions. Although higher order interactions are possible, they are not considered to

limit the number of measurements and hence make the approach practicable [SRK+12].

The approach is extensively evaluated with case studies using SPLs from different domains

(e.g. database, compiler and video encoding) and different non-functional properties (e.g.

footprint and performance) [SKK+12, SRK+12]. The performance model is based on

standard benchmarks applicable to the domains of the analyzed SPLs. The results show a

high prediction accuracy in the evaluation with data of the utilized standard benchmarks.

4 Input Data in Predicting Non-functional Properties

Our hypothesis is: considering input data in the measurement can improve the prediction

of non-functional properties. To study this, we will first have to clarify how to consider

input data in the measurement of non-functional properties. Three questions will have to

be answered. First, how to capture variability of input data of a domain. Second, how to

link the variability of input data to the variability of an SPL. Third, how to measure the

effect of input data on non-functional properties.

A common tool to capture the variability of an SPL is feature modeling. Since feature

models are essentially designed to capture the variability of any relevant concept [CE00]

they are useful to model the variability of possible input data of a domain as well.

Feature models consist of features which are hierarchically modeled in feature diagrams.
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An example of a feature diagram can be found in our case study in Figure 3. The root

of the hierarchy is one concept node. It represents all possible products of an SPL. It

is refined with subsequent nodes, the sub-features. These sub-features describe common

and variable parts of the products of an SPL. Features can either be solitary or grouped.

Mandatory solitary features are present in every product containing the parent feature.

Since features of input data describe a different concern than features of an SPL, it is

natural to model both concerns separately. This simplifies the modeling of the input data

features and prevents the SPL feature model from being bloated. Both models can easily be

related, for example, by feature model references and transparently processed afterwards.

The variability of SPLs is documented in feature models by a domain analyst during the

analysis phase of domain engineering. In the same way the domain analyst can capture the

variability of input data.

As with functional features, identifying relevant data features and their appropriate ab-

straction is a problem of the domain engineering phase. For example, domain analysis can

show the size of the input data as an important property. As it is not feasible to model

every possible size as a single feature, clustering can be applied to get a feature Size with

sub-features such as 10kB and 20MB in an or-group as representatives for a class of input

sizes.

During the configuration process features are selected, based on user requirements. It is

not necessary to distinguish between functional features and data features because inter-

actions between them are possible. E.g. selecting a data feature could require selecting a

functional feature.

By capturing the variability of input data in a feature model, the adaptation of the approach

of Siegmund et al. is straightforward. The variability caused by contextual influences can

be treated as the variability of the SPL. The performance model has to be extended so

that it does not only contain the estimates of the effects of the functional features but

also estimates for the effects of the input data features. However, to actually measure the

effect of input data on non-functional properties the measurement environment has to be

extended so that it generates test data according to the selected features of the input data

feature model.

Select
configurations

Build
compression
software

Build data
generator

Take
measures

Analyse
results

Create
performance
model

Figure 1: Activity diagram of measurement process

With that extension our measurement environment works according to the process depicted

in Figure 1. The core of the measurement environment is a generator for products of the

SPL, which are measured afterwards.

In contrast to the approach of Siegmund et al. [SKK+12] we do not consider fixed input
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data but generate different types of test data for different measurements. The products are

executed with the test data and relevant non-functional properties are measured.

After all required measurements are collected they are analyzed and the performance

model is created. A concrete implementation of this process is briefly described in Sec-

tion 5.

For large SPLs it is infeasible to test every possible configuration because every test run

needs time and other limited resources. Different configuration sets are built to isolate the

effect of a single feature or a feature interaction from a complete configuration.

Based on the data produced by the measurement process, a performance model to predict

non-functional properties of any configuration is constructed. We use a linear regression

model as performance model. The model includes the effect of single features as well as

interactions among any kind of features up to second order interactions. Features and their

interactions are coded as binary variables (i.e. dummy variables) with the value 1 (present)

or 0 (absent).

Statistical tools such as R1 can be used to create the regression model with dummy coding.

The regression model includes all features and valid feature interactions which can be

identified by automatic analysis of feature models [BSRC10].

Siegmund et al. introduced a heuristic, where three-wise interactions are considered for

three features which interact pairwise [SKK+12]. This heuristic requires the reliable iden-

tification of pairwise interactions and assumes a low number of second order interactions.

Depending on the structure of a feature model, a complete pairwise interaction detection

could require a large amount of measurements.

We use a heuristic which increases the number of measurements of interesting features,

i.e. features whose estimated direct effect or pairwise interaction effects are rather ex-

treme. Based on the measurements of the pairwise set, we select results which exceed two

predefined quantiles (e.g. 15% and 85% quantiles). Additional measurements are selected

by replacing a sub-feature of a parent feature (e.g. in an or-group) with the other features

of the same group holding the other features of the configuration constant. This heuristic

is specific for each non-functional property.

With only little or no domain knowledge the heuristic can be adjusted to the requirements

of the measurement environment. By adjusting the threshold set by the quantiles the num-

ber of measurements can be regulated. A higher number of configurations increases the

time for measurements but improves the prediction quality. A second parameter is the

selection of features to vary, the more features are fixed the less configurations need to be

measured.

5 Study

In our study we test the hypothesis: considering input data can increase the precision of a

performance model. Furthermore, we demonstrate our approach. In order to see the effect

1http://www.r-project.org
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of input data on non-functional properties isolated from other effects we have designed

an artificial SPL with lossless compression algorithms. The artificial nature of the study

does limit its expressiveness but increases the clarity of the results. So, even if the study

does not proof our hypothesis, its results provide a first indication whether our hypothesis

should be further investigated with real-world SPLs.

We designed Compressor SPL (Figure 2) based on an already implemented compilation

of compression tools2 and an input data feature model (Figure 3). The Compressor SPL

is similar to the ZipMe SPL [AKL12] but realizes more variants. The input data feature

model comprises variability of input data, which is relevant for non-functional properties.

We considered three exemplary non-functional properties of lossless compression algo-

rithms in the study: compression time, memory usage and compression ratio. Compres-

sion time is the time to finish one compression task with pre-specified input data. Memory

usage is the amount of memory required during the compression. Compression ratio is the

ratio between the size of the compressed data and the size of the input data.

We selected those three properties since they can be relevant in a decision for a specific

compression algorithm. Though a low compression ratio is clearly desirable, a user can

sacrifice ratio for improved speed (e.g. in time-critical applications) or lower memory

consumption (e.g. in embedded systems). However, the selection of relevant properties

solely relies on the addressed domain and has to be done in the domain analysis phase.

CompressorSPL

SHA bzip2

200kB

500kB

900kB

snappy

Native Java

lz4 lzma

Dictionary

Minimal Medium Large

lzf lzo noCompression gzip

best compression

best speed

default

mandatory
optional

or group

Figure 2: Feature Model of Compressor SPL

Figure 2 depicts the feature model of the Compressor SPL. It is basically a selection of

different compression algorithms, implementations and configuration options. For exam-

ple, the algorithm bzip2 can be configured with different block sizes of which 200kB,

500kB and 900kB are used as representative features. The block size is a popular user-

configurable parameter which can have a great influence on performance [Sal07].

As another example the snappy3 algorithm can have the feature Native or the feature Java

to compare different implementations of the same algorithm.

Additionally there is an optional feature SHA to calculate a checksum of the input data

using the SHA-256 hash function shared by the algorithms.

2https://github.com/ning/jvm-compressor-benchmark
3http://code.google.com/p/snappy
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Figure 3 depicts the feature model of the input data of the domain. The model contains 14

features. It comprises two main features Size and Content. Size has six sub-features rep-

DataSPL

Size

10 kB ... ... 20 MB

Content

Sequence Random Repeat
Random

Sine1 ... ... Sine4 Zeros

mandatory

or group

Figure 3: Feature Model of Data SPL

resenting different input data sizes from 10kB up to 20MB. The feature Content describes

what kind of data is generated. It has several sub-features which represent prototypical

structures of input data, which are differently difficult to compress. A Sequence is input

data that contain sequentially changed bytes. The first thousand bytes are zeros, the next

thousand bytes are ones and so on. Random is a sequence of random bytes. As a variant

of Random RepeatRandom repeats small chunks of random bytes. Sine1 to Sine4 create

non-trivial sequences based on different sine waves. Zeros contains only zeros.

For a transparent handling of the Compressor SPL feature model and the Data SPL feature

model, we joined both in an artificial feature model, Measurement SPL, which describes

the variability of the domain. For the measurements we needed to look not only at the

compression software but also at the complete product including the input data. Consider-

ing the whole SPL we have many differences and commonalties leading to the possibility

of first and second order interactions. To efficiently estimate the influence of such interac-

tions common heuristics such as the pairwise interaction heuristic can be applied.

We used FeatureHouse [AKL12] to implement a generator for the Measurement SPL. The

generator generates test data and compression programs for any sample. To configure,

execute and control measurement runs we used Apache Maven4 and the Jenkins5 continu-

ous integration server. This environment allows flexible and fully automatic measurement

runs.

5.1 Methodology

To see whether considering input data in estimating a performance model can improve

the precision of the estimated performance model we have to compare the precision of a

performance model estimated with and without input data consideration.

For that we first estimated a performance model without considering input data. Second,

we estimated a performance model considering input data. Finally, we applied both perfor-

mance models on the three sets of configurations given by our heuristics and compared the

4http://maven.apache.org
5http://jenkins-ci.org
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estimated non-functional properties (x) with the realized non-functional properties. These

sets differ in their sizes and their ability to infer feature interactions. The deviation of the

predicted value (p) to the realized value (r) is the prediction error (e)

e = |xp − xr|.

We use absolute differences, as they are easier to interpret and more robust for small values

than relative differences. We compared the prediction errors of the performance model

without input data (w/o) and the performance model with input data (w)

∆e = ew/o − ew.

A positive value means that the error of the performance model with input data is smaller

than the performance model without input data. We tested the significance of this differ-

ence using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test according to the test hypotheses:

H0 The prediction error of the model estimated with input data is equal or higher than

the prediction error of the model estimated without input data.

H1 The prediction error of the model estimated with input data is less than the prediction

error of the model estimated without input data.

We performed the measurement runs on a desktop PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.0 GHz

processor, 6 GB RAM and Windows 7 as operating system installed. Our Compressor

SPL relies mostly on Java for which we used the Oracle Java Virtual Machine 1.7.

For this rather small case study it was possible to measure every configuration within a

few hours on our experimental setup to create the performance models. However, as we

will see later, good prediction can already be reached with a small subset of measured

configurations. This aspect is important for the scalability of the proposed solution and is

therefore explicitly addressed in our study.

We generated the performance models on the basis of three different sets of sample config-

urations. The minimal configuration set contains enough configurations to use regression

analysis to estimate the impact of each feature. The pairwise configuration set extends

the minimal configuration set to include additional configurations to observe interactions

between two features. The three-wise configuration set extends the pairwise configuration

set to observe interactions between three features.

Which configurations are part of the respective sets had to be calculated. Johansen et

al. [JHF12] developed algorithms and tools to calculate the set of pairwise configurations

which we used to build the set in our case study. The test of all possible three-wise interac-

tions would require a high number of measurements. Hence, heuristics had to be applied

to reduce the number of required configurations. We applied our three-wise heuristic de-

scribed in Section 4 to calculate configurations in order to identify important second order

interactions.

The measurement of compression ratio and memory usage is deterministic. Therefore, we

were not faced by any threat of biased measurements for these non-functional properties.
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However, the non-functional property compression time is vulnerable for biased measure-

ment, which we tried to reduce by several strategies. First, we had a warm up phase, in

which we ran the configuration twice without taking time to allow the virtual machine to

apply optimizations. Then, we ran the test again four times and took the average runtime

as our result. A look at the standard deviation of the four measurements showed that we

got stable results. Second, we executed the performance measurements as the exclusive

operation in the execution environment. Third, we set the memory of the virtual machine

large enough to prevent disturbing effects from the Garbage Collector and executed all

operations in memory so that disk or network I/O will also produce no disturbing effects.

5.2 Results

In the next section we present the results of our study separated by the measured non-

functional properties. First, we shortly discuss the different sizes of the configuration sets,

which are required to apply the discussed interaction detection approaches. Second, we

report for all three considered non-functional properties the prediction errors e for both

performance models and their differences ∆e.

The required sizes of the configuration sets are reported in Table 1. To evaluate the impact

of every feature (including data features) a minimal set of 28 configurations is required.

The pairwise heuristic already requires a total number of 150 measurements.

Table 1: Size of the configuration sets

Configuration set Size Relative size

Minimal 28 0.02

Pairwise 150 0.1

Three-wise (heuristic) 349 - 443 0.24 - 0.31

Three-wise (complete) 729 0.51

All 1440 1

The three-wise heuristic leads to 349 measurements for ratio (443 for time and 372 for

memory), which equals 24% (31%, 26%) of all possible configurations. The configuration

set of the three-wise heuristic is a superset of the pairwise set. It contains 199 to 293

additional configurations compared to the pairwise set. The difference between both sets

cannot be generalized as it depends on the feature model as well as on the results of the

pairwise measurements.

The three-wise heuristic configuration sets are specific for each non-functional property.

The more non-functional properties are considered in a study the more configurations are

required to identify three-wise interactions for the considered non-functional properties.

However, the size of the sets does not grow linearly because the sets share a large amount

of configurations (between 56% and 61% of the configurations).

As shown in Table 1 only 2% of all possible configurations are enough to create a perfor-
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mance model which considers direct effects of features on non-functional properties.

The more interaction effects have to be captured the more configurations are required.

In case of the three-wise heuristic nearly half of the possible configurations had to be mea-

sured. Compared to the fact that all possible configurations have to be considered without

the use of this heuristic, this is still a good improvement.

Based on the generated configuration sets, we built performance models with and without

considering variability in the input data. The results of our evaluation are summarized in

the Tables 2 – 4.

Table 2: Regression for compression ratio

Without input data With input data

Configuration set e σ e σ ∆e pwrt

Minimal 0.91 0.50 0.09 0.25 0.82*** <0.001
Pairwise 0.35 0.33 0.07 0.19 0.28*** <0.001
Three-wise heuristic 0.30 0.35 0.05 0.15 0.25*** <0.001
*** p < 0.001

Table 2 shows the results of the performance models for compression ratio. The predic-

tion accuracy has greatly improved once data features were considered. Even with the

minimal set the prediction quality can be improved to a much better but still not perfect

average error of 0.09 compared to the average error of 0.91 without input data. The three-

wise heuristic with input data gives the best results with an average error of 0.05 for the

performance model with input data compared to an average error of 0.30 for the perfor-

mance model without input data. For all configuration sets the study showed a significant

improvement by considering input data.

Table 3: Regression for memory usage (in kB)

Without input data With input data

Configuration set e σ e σ ∆e pwrt

Minimal 507.2 2313.53 545.00 2366.67 −37.78 1

Pairwise 497.70 2057.33 47.53 183.27 450.17*** <0.001
Three-wise heuristic 496.46 2052.99 47.43 188.22 449.03*** <0.001
*** p < 0.001

Table 3 shows the prediction of the non-functional property memory usage. For the min-

imal configuration set the prediction with input data cannot be assumed to be better than

without input data. However, the more information is provided by the considered sample

the better the predictions of the model with input data get. This is not the case for the per-

formance model without input data. Even with many more measurements the prediction

error has only slightly improved. The model without input data is not able to consider a
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major influence on the dependent variable. For the larger configuration sets the precision

model with input data is significantly more precise than the model without input data.

Table 4 provides a different image than the results of previous non-functional properties.

In the minimal and pairwise configuration sets the performance model with input data

leads to a higher prediction error than the simpler model without input data. The direct

and pairwise interaction effects provide no good explanation of the observed values. The

two smaller configuration sets provide no information of second order interactions. The

direct and pairwise effects are overemphasized. Only if second order interactions are con-

sidered with the three-wise heuristic the model with input data provides results which are

significantly better than the model without input data.

Table 4: Regression for compression time (in seconds)

Without input data With input data

Configuration set e σ e σ ∆e pwrt

Minimal 4.20 24.54 4.58 23.96 −0.38 1

Pairwise 6.42 23.91 12.57 38.41 −6.15 1

Three-wise heuristic 4.22 24.55 1.62 12.78 2.60*** <0.001
*** p < 0.001

5.3 Discussion

For all three non-functional properties we can show significant improvements compared to

respective models without input data. In case of compression time the performance model

with input data needs a three-wise heuristic configuration set to achieve significantly better

results. This suggests that some second order interactions between the features of the SPL

have a large influence on compression time and have to be considered to achieve precise

prediction results. Our study showed that the shape of the input data has a significant effect

on non-functional properties of the Compressor SPL. Based on our study we can assume

that in some domains contextual influences can have a noticeable effect on non-functional

properties.

The measurement effort is higher if input data is considered as an additional source of

variability than without it. Using heuristics in the selection of configurations mitigates this

effect.

However, the results should be seen under the light of some possible threats to their valid-

ity. The measurement of performance metrics can be subject to a variety of errors. We only

use these measurements for comparison and not the absolute values so that they should not

affect our conclusion. The presented predictions still have errors. The SPL contains pair-

wise and second order interactions of which not all are covered by our prediction model.

This has to be seen as a trade off between measurement effort and accuracy.
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The used SPL was especially created for this study and is designed to make the interaction

between data features and features highly visible. The selected data features represent

extreme values within the range of possible realistic values. For example, completely

randomized data on the one extreme and data of only zeros on the other extreme will show

extreme behavior of the compression ratio. Nevertheless patterns of the modeled data will

also appear in real data, yet, not in pure form but in combination with other patterns of

data. This restricts the generalizability of our study but still gives a good indication that

contextual influences can have an effect on non-functional properties.

Despite the fact that our case study is based on an artificial SPL we can see that input

data can indeed have an effect on non-functional properties. The results of our study are

somewhat extreme and cannot be extrapolated to arbitrary cases. However, we have shown

that an effect can exist. To improve the generalizability of our findings the next step has to

be a study with real-world SPLs.

6 Conclusion

With the example of input data we showed how contextual influences can be included

into the measurement of non-functional properties of SPLs. We applied our approach in a

synthetic case study from the domain of lossless compression algorithms to study whether

input data has an effect on three instances of non-functional properties.

Our study shows that input data has an effect on the precision of measured performance

models. We see this as an indicator that considering contextual influences can have a pos-

itive effect on the precision of performance models. This is a prerequisite for future work

to validate the approach using realistic SPLs. A natural choice of study candidates are the

publicly available and realistic SPLs described by Siegmund et al. [SKK+12, SRK+12].

To conclude, in our synthetic case study we found that contextual influences can improve

prediction of non-functional properties. This is a first indication that the accuracy of pre-

diction models can be improved if contextual influences are considered. It is therefore

worthwhile to carry out further extensive case studies with real-world SPLs.
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